Millions of IT pros. Thousands of tech advertisers... all getting their jobs done in one place. What started in 2006 as “the free IT” revolution has turned into a way of life for many in the IT world. How? Spiceworks is the first place people go to share and find info on all-things-IT, so much so that tech products are now even built in Spiceworks! Every day IT pros and tech vendors use Spiceworks to do their jobs in a truly social way: IT pros manage their networks while interacting directly with other IT pros and tech vendors to decide what to buy. Meanwhile, tech vendors connect with IT buyers where and when their tech offerings are most relevant. Making it no surprise that Spiceworks is the most well loved vertical IT network among IT pros and marketers alike!

**PERKS AND CULTURE**

- Health Coverage
- Retirement plan
- Employee Stock Purchase Plan (ESPP)

**EXAMPLES OF INTERESTING PROJECTS**

- **Spiceworks Inventory** - an application that lets IT Pros inventory all the devices on their network, physical or virtual, and keep track of how this changes over time. See software installed, licenses, hotfixes and cloud services used.
- **Spiceworks Helpdesk** - an application that lets IT pros get a handle on internal IT issues. Track tasks and tickets for the whole team either in a local edition or a cloud edition.
- **Spiceworks Network Monitor** - lets an IT Pro stay on top of their servers and networking gear. Monitors Network, CPU, Disk and Memory showing this info on a unified dashboard in real time. Alerting, per device, and troubleshooting too.
- **Spiceworks Community** - this app provides the nexus point for IT Pros to learn and interact with eachother. Think “Facebook of IT”.
- **Spiceworks Analytics** - with millions of users, this team is focused on the latest data sciences which enables us to make our products more useful.

**CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES:**
[WWW.SPICEWORKS.COM/JOBS](http://WWW.SPICEWORKS.COM/JOBS)